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KJV Bible Word Studies for FIREBRAND



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

a 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by 
implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with {a} hot iron. 

burning 3587 ## kiy {kee}; from 3554; a brand or scar: -- {burning}. burning 3940 ## lappiyd {lap-peed'}; 
or lappid {lap-peed'}; from an unused root probably meaning to shine; a flambeau, lamp or flame: -- 
(fire-)brand, ({burning}) lamp, lightning, torch. 

fire-)brand 0181 ## &uwd {ood}; from an unused root meaning to rake together; a poker (for turning or 
gathering embers): -- ({fire-)brand}. 

fire-)brand 3940 ## lappiyd {lap-peed'}; or lappid {lap-peed'}; from an unused root probably meaning to 
shine; a flambeau, lamp or flame: -- ({fire-)brand}, (burning) lamp, lightning, torch. 

firebrand 2131 ## ziyqah (Isa. 50:ll) {zee-kaw'} (feminine); and ziq {zeek}; or zeq {zake}; from 2187; 
properly, what leaps forth, i.e. flash of fire, or a burning arrow; also (from the original sense of the root) a 
bond: -- chain, fetter, {firebrand}, spark. 

hot 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by 
implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with a {hot} iron. 

iron 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by 
implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with a hot {iron}. 

sear 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by 
implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- {sear} with a hot iron. 

with 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by 
implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear {with} a hot iron. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

brand 00181 ## 'uwd {ood} ; from an unused root meaning to rake together ; a poker (for turning or 
gathering embers) : -- (fire-) {brand} . 

brand 03587 ## kiy {kee} ; from 03554 ; a {brand} or scar : -- burning . 

brand 03940 ## lappiyd {lap-peed'} ; or lappid {lap-peed'} ; from an unused root probably meaning to 
shine ; a flambeau , lamp or flame : -- (fire-) {brand} , (burning) lamp , lightning , torch . 

brand 2743 - kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to {brand} ( " cauterize " ), i.e. 
(by implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with a hot iron. 

branded 03793 ## k@thobeth {keth-o'- beth} ; from 03789 ; a letter or other mark {branded} on the skin : -
- X any [mark ] . 

branding 03555 ## k@viyah {kev-ee-yaw'} ; from 03554 ; a {branding} : -- burning . 

branding 05348 ## naqod {naw-kode'} ; from an unused root meaning to mark (by puncturing or 
{branding}) ; spotted : -- speckled . 

brandish 05774 ## ` uwph {oof} ; a primitive root ; to cover (with wings or obscurity) ; hence (as 
denominative from 05775) to fly ; also (by implication of dimness) to faint (from the darkness of swooning) :
-- {brandish} , be (wax) faint , flee away , fly (away) , X set , shine forth , weary . 

brandish 07477 ## ra` al {raw-al'} ; a primitive root ; to reel , i . e . (figuratively) to {brandish} : -- terribly 
shake . 

brandishing 00019 ## 'ibchah {ib-khaw'} ; from an unused root (apparently meaning to turn) ; 
{brandishing} of a sword : -- point . 

brandishing 08573 ## t@nuwphah {ten-oo-faw'} ; from 05130 ; a {brandishing} (in threat) ; by implication ,
tumult ; specifically , the official undulation of sacrificial offerings : -- offering , shaking , wave (offering) . 

firebrand 02131 ## ziyqah (Isa . 50 : ll) {zee-kaw'} (feminine) ; and ziq {zeek} ; or zeq {zake} ; from 02187 ; 
properly , what leaps forth , i . e . flash of fire , or a burning arrow ; also (from the original sense of the 
root) a bond : -- chain , fetter , {firebrand} , spark . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2743 + seared + with a hot +/ . kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545 + burn + burneth 
+ burning + do men light + to be burned + and that burned + He was a burning + and they are burned +/ ; 
to brand ("cauterize"), i .e . (by implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): --sear with a hot iron . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

brandish 5774 -- \uwph -- {brandish}, be (wax) faint, flee away, fly (away), X set,shine forth, weary.

firebrand 0181 -- /uwd -- ({fire-)brand}.

firebrand 2131 -- ziyqah -- chain, fetter, {firebrand}, spark.

firebrand 3940 -- lappiyd -- ({fire-)brand}, (burning) lamp, lightning, torch.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- brand , 0181 ,

- firebrand , 0181 , 3940 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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brand , ZEC_03_02 ,

brandish , EZE_32_10,

brands , JUD_15_05 ,

firebrand , JUD_15_04 ,

firebrand , AMO_04_11,

firebrands , JUD_15_04 ,

firebrands , PRO_26_18,

firebrands , ISA_07_04 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

brand Zec_03_02 # And the LORD said unto Satan, The LORD rebuke thee, O Satan; even the LORD that 
hath chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee: [is] not this a brand plucked out of the fire?

brandish Eze_32_10 # Yea, I will make many people amazed at thee, and their kings shall be horribly afraid
for thee, when I shall brandish my sword before them; and they shall tremble at [every] moment, every 
man for his own life, in the day of thy fall.

brands Jud_15_05 # And when he had set the brands on fire, he let [them] go into the standing corn of the 
Philistines, and burnt up both the shocks, and also the standing corn, with the vineyards [and] olives.

firebrand Amo_04_11 # I have overthrown [some] of you, as God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, and ye 
were as a firebrand plucked out of the burning: yet have ye not returned unto me, saith the LORD.

firebrand Jud_15_04 # And Samson went and caught three hundred foxes, and took firebrands, and turned 
tail to tail, and put a firebrand in the midst between two tails.

firebrands Isa_07_04 # And say unto him, Take heed, and be quiet; fear not, neither be fainthearted for the 
two tails of these smoking firebrands, for the fierce anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of Remaliah.

firebrands Jud_15_04 # And Samson went and caught three hundred foxes, and took firebrands, and 
turned tail to tail, and put a firebrand in the midst between two tails.

firebrands Pro_26_18 # As a mad [man] who casteth firebrands, arrows, and death,



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

brand plucked out Zec_03_02 # And the LORD said unto Satan, The LORD rebuke thee, O Satan; even the
LORD that hath chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee: [is] not this a brand plucked out of the fire?

brandish my sword Eze_32_10 # Yea, I will make many people amazed at thee, and their kings shall be 
horribly afraid for thee, when I shall brandish my sword before them; and they shall tremble at [every] 
moment, every man for his own life, in the day of thy fall.

brands on fire Jud_15_05 # And when he had set the brands on fire, he let [them] go into the standing corn 
of the Philistines, and burnt up both the shocks, and also the standing corn, with the vineyards [and] olives.

firebrand in the Jud_15_04 # And Samson went and caught three hundred foxes, and took firebrands, and 
turned tail to tail, and put a firebrand in the midst between two tails.

firebrand plucked out Amo_04_11 # I have overthrown [some] of you, as God overthrew Sodom and 
Gomorrah, and ye were as a firebrand plucked out of the burning: yet have ye not returned unto me, saith 
the LORD.

firebrands and turned Jud_15_04 # And Samson went and caught three hundred foxes, and took 
firebrands, and turned tail to tail, and put a firebrand in the midst between two tails.

firebrands arrows and Pro_26_18 # As a mad [man] who casteth firebrands, arrows, and death,

firebrands for the Isa_07_04 # And say unto him, Take heed, and be quiet; fear not, neither be fainthearted 
for the two tails of these smoking firebrands, for the fierce anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of 
Remaliah.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

brand plucked out Zec_03_02 

brands on fire Jud_15_05 

firebrand plucked out Amo_04_11 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

brand ^ Zec_03_02 / brand /^plucked out of the fire? 

brandish ^ Eze_32_10 / brandish /^my sword before them; and they shall tremble at [every] moment, every
man for his own life, in the day of thy fall. 

brands ^ Jud_15_05 / brands /^on fire, he let [them] go into the standing corn of the Philistines, and burnt 
up both the shocks, and also the standing corn, with the vineyards [and] olives. 

firebrand ^ Jud_15_04 / firebrand /^in the midst between two tails. 

firebrand ^ Amo_04_11 / firebrand /^plucked out of the burning: yet have ye not returned unto me, saith 
the LORD. 

firebrands ^ Jud_15_04 / firebrands /^and turned tail to tail, and put a firebrand in the midst between two 
tails. 

firebrands ^ Pro_26_18 / firebrands /^arrows, and death, 

firebrands ^ Isa_07_04 / firebrands /^for the fierce anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of Remaliah. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

brand Zec_03_02 And the LORD said unto Satan, The LORD rebuke thee, O Satan; even the LORD that 
hath chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee: [is] not this a {brand} plucked out of the fire? 

brandish Eze_32_10 Yea, I will make many people amazed at thee, and their kings shall be horribly afraid 
for thee, when I shall {brandish} my sword before them; and they shall tremble at [every] moment, every 
man for his own life, in the day of thy fall. 

brands Jud_15_05 And when he had set the {brands} on fire, he let [them] go into the standing corn of the 
Philistines, and burnt up both the shocks, and also the standing corn, with the vineyards [and] olives. 

firebrand Amo_04_11 I have overthrown [some] of you, as God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, and ye 
were as a {firebrand} plucked out of the burning: yet have ye not returned unto me, saith the LORD. 

firebrand Jud_15_04 And Samson went and caught three hundred foxes, and took firebrands, and turned 
tail to tail, and put a {firebrand} in the midst between two tails. 

firebrands 1Sa_07_04 And say unto him, Take heed, and be quiet; fear not, neither be fainthearted for the 
two tails of these smoking {firebrands}, for the fierce anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of Remaliah.

firebrands Jud_15_04 And Samson went and caught three hundred foxes, and took {firebrands}, and 
turned tail to tail, and put a firebrand in the midst between two tails. 

firebrands Pro_26_18 As a mad [man] who casteth {firebrands}, arrows, and death, 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
brand Zec_03_02 And the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto Satan (07854 +satan ) , 
The LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) rebuke (01605 +ga(ar ) thee , O Satan (07854 +satan ) ; even the LORD 
(03068 +Y@hovah ) that hath chosen (00977 +bachar ) Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) rebuke (01605 
+ga(ar ) thee:[ is ] not this (02088 +zeh ) a {brand} (00181 +)uwd ) plucked (05337 +natsal ) out of the fire 
(00784 +)esh ) ? 

brandish Eze_32_10 Yea , I will make many (07227 +rab ) people (05971 +(am ) amazed (08074 +shamem ) 
at thee , and their kings (04428 +melek ) shall be horribly (08178 +sa(ar ) afraid (08175 +sa(ar ) for thee , 
when I shall {brandish} (05774 +(uwph ) my sword (02719 +chereb ) before (05921 +(al ) them ; and they 
shall tremble (02729 +charad ) at [ every ] moment (07281 +rega( ) , every man (00376 +)iysh ) for his own 
life (05315 +nephesh ) , in the day (03117 +yowm ) of thy fall (04658 +mappeleth ) . 

brands Jud_15_05 And when he had set the {brands} (03940 +lappiyd ) on fire (00784 +)esh ) , he let [ them 
] go (07971 +shalach ) into the standing (07054 +qamah ) corn (07054 +qamah ) of the Philistines (06430 
+P@lishtiy ) , and burnt (01197 +ba(ar ) up both the shocks (01430 +gadiysh ) , and also (05704 +(ad ) the 
standing (07054 +qamah ) corn (07054 +qamah ) , with the vineyards (03754 +kerem ) [ and ] olives (02132 
+zayith ) . 

firebrand Amo_04_11 I have overthrown (02015 +haphak ) [ some ] of you , as God (00430 +)elohiym ) 
overthrew (04114 +mahpekah ) Sodom (05467 +C@dom ) and Gomorrah (06017 +(Amorah ) , and ye were 
as a {firebrand} (00181 +)uwd ) plucked (05337 +natsal ) out of the burning (08316 +s@rephah ):yet have 
ye not returned (07725 +shuwb ) unto me , saith (05001 +na)am ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

firebrand Jud_15_04 And Samson (08123 +Shimshown ) went (03212 +yalak ) and caught (03920 +lakad ) 
three (07969 +shalowsh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) foxes (07776 +shuw(al ) , and took (03947 +laqach ) 
firebrands (03940 +lappiyd ) , and turned (06437 +panah ) tail (02180 +zanab ) to tail (02180 +zanab ) , and 
put (07760 +suwm ) a {firebrand} (03940 +lappiyd ) in the midst (08432 +tavek ) between (00996 +beyn ) 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


two (08147 +sh@nayim ) tails (02180 +zanab ) . 

firebrands Isa_07_04 And say (00559 +)amar ) unto him , Take heed (08104 +shamar ) , and be quiet (08252
+shaqat ) ; fear (03372 +yare) ) not , neither (00408 +)al ) be fainthearted (03824 +lebab ) for the two (08147
+sh@nayim ) tails (02180 +zanab ) of these (00428 +)el - leh ) smoking (06226 +(ashen ) {firebrands} (00181 
+)uwd ) , for the fierce (02750 +choriy ) anger (00639 +)aph ) of Rezin (07526 +R@tsiyn ) with Syria (00758 
+)Aram ) , and of the son (01121 +ben ) of Remaliah (07425 +R@malyahuw ) . 

firebrands Jud_15_04 And Samson (08123 +Shimshown ) went (03212 +yalak ) and caught (03920 +lakad ) 
three (07969 +shalowsh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) foxes (07776 +shuw(al ) , and took (03947 +laqach ) 
{firebrands} (03940 +lappiyd ) , and turned (06437 +panah ) tail (02180 +zanab ) to tail (02180 +zanab ) , 
and put (07760 +suwm ) a firebrand (03940 +lappiyd ) in the midst (08432 +tavek ) between (00996 +beyn ) 
two (08147 +sh@nayim ) tails (02180 +zanab ) . 

firebrands Pro_26_18 . As a mad (03856 +lahahh ) [ man ] who casteth (03384 +yarah ) {firebrands} (02131 
+ziyqah ) , arrows (02671 +chets ) , and death (04194 +maveth ) , 
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brand , ZEC , 3:2 brandish , EZE , 32:10 brands , JG , 15:5 firebrand , AM , 4:11 firebrand , JG , 15:4 firebrands , 
ISA , 7:4 firebrands , JG , 15:4 firebrands , PR , 26:18 a 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative
of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with {a} hot 
iron.[ql hot 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by 
implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with a {hot} iron.[ql iron 2743 # kauteriazo 
{kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) to render unsensitive 
(figuratively): -- sear with a hot {iron}.[ql sear 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545;
to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- {sear} with a hot iron.[ql with 
2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) to 
render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear {with} a hot iron.[ql brand Interlinear Index Study brand ZEC 003 002 
And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > said <00559 +>amar > unto Satan <07854 +satan > , The LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > rebuke <01605 +ga thee , O Satan <07854 +satan > ; even the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > that 
hath chosen <00977 +bachar > Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > rebuke <01605 +ga thee : [ is ] not this 
<02088 +zeh > a {brand} <00181 +>uwd > plucked <05337 +natsal > out of the fire <00784 +>esh > ? brand 
plucked out firebrand plucked out - brand , 0181 , - firebrand , 0181 , 3940 , brand -0181 {brand} , firebrand , 
firebrands , brandish -5774 {brandish} , faint , flew , flieth , fly , flying , set , shine , weary , brands -3940 
{brands} , burning , firebrand , firebrands , lamp , lamps , lightnings , torch , torches , firebrand -0181 brand , 
{firebrand} , firebrands , firebrand -3940 brands , burning , {firebrand} , firebrands , lamp , lamps , lightnings , 
torch , torches , firebrands -0181 brand , firebrand , {firebrands} , firebrands -2131 chains , fetters , {firebrands} , 
sparks , firebrands -3940 brands , burning , firebrand , {firebrands} , lamp , lamps , lightnings , torch , torches , 
brandish 5774 -- \uwph -- {brandish}, be (wax) faint, flee away, fly (away), X set,shine forth, weary. firebrand 
0181 -- /uwd -- ({fire-)brand}. firebrand 3940 -- lappiyd -- ({fire-)brand}, (burning) lamp, lightning, torch. 
firebrand 2131 -- ziyqah -- chain, fetter, {firebrand}, spark. brandish 5774 ## uwd {ood}; from an unused root 
meaning to rake together; a poker (for turning or gathering embers): -- ({fire-)brand}. [ql fire-)brand 3940 ## 
lappiyd {lap-peed'}; or lappid {lap-peed'}; from an unused root probably meaning to shine; a flambeau, lamp or 
flame: -- ({fire-)brand}, (burning) lamp, lightning, torch. [ql firebrand 2131 ## ziyqah (Isa. 50:ll) {zee-kaw'} 
(feminine); and ziq {zeek}; or zeq {zake}; from 2187; properly, what leaps forth, i.e. flash of fire, or a burning 
arrow; also (from the original sense of the root) a bond: -- chain, fetter, {firebrand}, spark. [ql brand 003 002 Zec 
/^{brand /plucked out of the fire ? brandish 032 010 Eze /^{brandish /my sword before them ; and they shall 
tremble at every moment , every man for his own life , in the day of thy fall . brands 015 005 Jug /^{brands /on 
fire , he let them go into the standing corn of the Philistines , and burnt up both the shocks , and also the standing 
corn , with the vineyards and olives . firebrand 015 004 Jug /^{firebrand /in the midst between two tails . firebrand
004 011 Amo /^{firebrand /plucked out of the burning : yet have ye not returned unto me, saith the LORD . 
firebrands 015 004 Jug /^{firebrands /and turned tail to tail , and put a firebrand in the midst between two tails . 
firebrands 026 018 Pro /^{firebrands /arrows , and death , firebrands 007 004 Isa /^{firebrands /for the fierce 
anger of Rezin with Syria , and of the son of Remaliah . firebrand 2 - firebrands 3 - brand And the LORD said 
unto Satan, The LORD rebuke thee, O Satan; even the LORD that hath chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee: [is] not this 
a {brand} plucked out of the fire? 



brand , ZEC , 3:2 brandish , EZE , 32:10 brands , JG , 15:5 firebrand , AM , 4:11 firebrand , JG , 15:4 firebrands , 
ISA , 7:4 firebrands , JG , 15:4 firebrands , PR , 26:18



a 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) 
to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with {a} hot iron.[ql hot 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from 
a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with a 
{hot} iron.[ql iron 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. 
(by implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear with a hot {iron}.[ql sear 2743 # kauteriazo 
{kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) to render unsensitive 
(figuratively): -- {sear} with a hot iron.[ql with 2743 # kauteriazo {kow-tay-ree-ad'-zo}; from a derivative of 
2545; to brand ("cauterize"), i.e. (by implication) to render unsensitive (figuratively): -- sear {with} a hot iron.[ql







brand -0181 {brand} , firebrand , firebrands , brandish -5774 {brandish} , faint , flew , flieth , fly , flying , set , 
shine , weary , brands -3940 {brands} , burning , firebrand , firebrands , lamp , lamps , lightnings , torch , torches ,
firebrand -0181 brand , {firebrand} , firebrands , firebrand -3940 brands , burning , {firebrand} , firebrands , lamp 
, lamps , lightnings , torch , torches , firebrands -0181 brand , firebrand , {firebrands} , firebrands -2131 chains , 
fetters , {firebrands} , sparks , firebrands -3940 brands , burning , firebrand , {firebrands} , lamp , lamps , 
lightnings , torch , torches ,



brandish 5774 -- \uwph -- {brandish}, be (wax) faint, flee away, fly (away), X set,shine forth, weary. firebrand 
0181 -- /uwd -- ({fire-)brand}. firebrand 3940 -- lappiyd -- ({fire-)brand}, (burning) lamp, lightning, torch. 
firebrand 2131 -- ziyqah -- chain, fetter, {firebrand}, spark.







brandish 5774 ## uwd {ood}; from an unused root meaning to rake together; a poker (for turning or gathering 
embers): -- ({fire-)brand}. [ql fire-)brand 3940 ## lappiyd {lap-peed'}; or lappid {lap-peed'}; from an unused root 
probably meaning to shine; a flambeau, lamp or flame: -- ({fire-)brand}, (burning) lamp, lightning, torch. [ql 
firebrand 2131 ## ziyqah (Isa. 50:ll) {zee-kaw'} (feminine); and ziq {zeek}; or zeq {zake}; from 2187; properly, 
what leaps forth, i.e. flash of fire, or a burning arrow; also (from the original sense of the root) a bond: -- chain, 
fetter, {firebrand}, spark. [ql
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brand Interlinear Index Study brand ZEC 003 002 And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > said <00559 +>amar > 
unto Satan <07854 +satan > , The LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > rebuke <01605 +ga thee , O Satan <07854 +satan 
> ; even the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > that hath chosen <00977 +bachar > Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim
> rebuke <01605 +ga thee : [ is ] not this <02088 +zeh > a {brand} <00181 +>uwd > plucked <05337 +natsal > 
out of the fire <00784 +>esh > ?



brand plucked out firebrand plucked out 



brand Zec_03_02 /^{brand /plucked out of the fire ? brandish Eze_32_10 /^{brandish /my sword before them ; 
and they shall tremble at every moment , every man for his own life , in the day of thy fall . brands Jud_15_05 
/^{brands /on fire , he let them go into the standing corn of the Philistines , and burnt up both the shocks , and also
the standing corn , with the vineyards and olives . firebrand Jud_15_04 /^{firebrand /in the midst between two 
tails . firebrand Amo_04_11 /^{firebrand /plucked out of the burning : yet have ye not returned unto me, saith the 
LORD . firebrands Jud_15_04 /^{firebrands /and turned tail to tail , and put a firebrand in the midst between two 
tails . firebrands Pro_26_18 /^{firebrands /arrows , and death , firebrands Isa_07_04 /^{firebrands /for the fierce 
anger of Rezin with Syria , and of the son of Remaliah .



firebrand 2 - firebrands 3 -



- brand , 0181 , - firebrand , 0181 , 3940 , 



brand And the LORD said unto Satan, The LORD rebuke thee, O Satan; even the LORD that hath chosen 
Jerusalem rebuke thee: [is] not this a {brand} plucked out of the fire?
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